Monroe County Clue Answers
Remember: Masks and Social Distancing! Be respectful of others’ property.
If a location is closed (due to COVID‐19) snap photos from the parking lot or from a safe distance.

1. Here a cow, there a chicken, everywhere a fairy found! It’s where you can find fairies housed with the farm
animals!
Answer: Springdale Farm, Victory Fairy Trail (both acceptable answers)
2. It started as a simple log cabin built in 1812 on 100 acres and has grown through 7 generations to become
3,500 acres of three season family entertainment where you can get lost in amazing fun activities!
Answer: Stokoe Farms
3. This farm doesn’t grow sweet treats. But you can find happy tails here!
Answer: Lollypop Farm
4. Since 1996, this place has stood as a tribute to acts of valor and honor amidst the tranquility of flower beds.
Answer: Greater Rochester Vietnam Memorial
5. This open‐air city landmark has been a staple in Rochester since 1905 showcasing variety as the spice of life!
Answer: Rochester Public Market
6. A popular setting along the Erie Canal once known as the Port of South Greece in a time long past!
Answer: Henpeck Park
7. Once a stagecoach operation in 1814 this landmark place has become a sweet destination!
Answer: Pittsford Dairy
8. Thousands stroll this elevated catwalk every summer to reach a cylinder tower and “peer” out on the
horizon.
Answer: Charlotte Pier/Rochester Harbor Lighthouse
9. Rochester’s pride since 1902, its where you can eat a turtle, shell and all. This spot was the very first of
several to sprinkle the area!
Answer: The Original Abbott’s Frozen Custard Shop (Charlotte Beach location)
10. Four generations have been behind the wheel at this location servicing the community for 100 years with
the first‐generation putting fuel into it in 1920 to drive business success! (Bonus Hint: If you’ve solved this
correctly, don’t drive by! Stop in and mention the Scavenger Hunt for a special gift!)
Answer: Hoselton Automall
11. Here young and old will have a roaring good time traveling the trails through the Savanna as you step into
Africa, then Asia, and back to Rochester!
Answer: Seneca Park Zoo

12. In 2019, tiny villages and magical sights created a mystical forest amidst the sound of birds along this trail!
Answer: Birdsong Fairy Trail (Mendon Ponds Park)
13. An honor courtyard laid in brick, etched in legacy of character and leadership – there an Eagle can be found!
Answer: Brick Courtyard of Seneca Waterways Council Boy Scouts of America office
14. It had a humble beginning in 1948 selling fishing tackle but today sports amateurs and enthusiasts alike have
found they can score more and play more here! (Bonus Hint: it’s a great place for a sporty/outdoorsy selfie)
Answer: Dick’s Sporting Goods
15. The halls of this place exhibit creativity, discovery and history. It’s known for celebrating everything from the
Tinkertoy to the Hula Hoop to Jenga to Space Invaders to Scrabble and even the rubber duck has its moment
of fame! Here every age plays!
Answer: Strong Museum of Play

